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❑ Lavender Meadows Academy launched our first SSDB on

the 1st of June 2021 with the Theme "Compassion".

❑ We hope to sow the seed of Compassion in our children

❑ Although with this pandemic restriction, we strived to provide

the opportunities to connect them to the Communities to

germinate their seed of Compassion
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OUR OBJECTIVE



❑ PG, N1 and N2 children, teacher initiated the SSDB

project with the story “The Giving Tree” by Shel

Silverstein. （The story of how a tree gives and gives and gives, never

expecting anything in return, never asking for her due, never REMINDING the

Boy of all she has sacrificed）
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OUR LAUNCH

❑ Kindergarten children, teacher led them into the SSDB project by the story “It’s Not Nice

to be Alone” written by Charlotte Johnson and Grace Cronin.

(The story painted how a lonely soul was helped into feeling accepted)

❑ The objectives of our SSDB projects were made known

to our parents and guardians through Little Lives and

correspondence.



❑ Segregated children into two groups; the upper level and the lower

❑ All masks must be on and the SSDB masks come handy.
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OUR SAFETY MEASURES



❑ Donation Drive to Children Society

✓ Children were made to reflect on how much they have 

and how fortunate they are.  

✓ Teachers then brought the awareness to them of families / children 

in various less fortunate circumstances.  

❑ We were thankful for many parents and guardians who were 

enthusiastic in supporting our move.  

✓ They went to Carousel (Donation-In-Kind) to check out what the 

Society needs and brought to the center.  Lavender Meadows had 

also helped to order the donation items.  Children, even some very 

young ones, were showing forth the Sprout of Compassion.
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OUR FIRST PROJECT
SINGAPORE 
CHILDREN 
SOCIETY



❑ Our second project was collaboration with 

Project Dignity Pte Ltd. Their mission is "to 

restore dignity to the disabled and 

disadvantaged through vocation with 

passion".  (Their Dignity Kitchen has about 60% of the 

full-time staff they employ are physically challenged and 

disadvantaged. This Kitchen is situated at 69 Boon Keng Rd, 

#01 Red building (near Boon Keng MRT),  has 7 stalls which 

are run by the differently-abled and disadvantaged)
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OUR SECOND PROJECT



❑ Our joint project changed to supporting them in Mid-

Autumn Festive mouth-watering Mooncake sales.  

❑ Our parents, children and staff were involved

❑ Children, parents and staff, were nurtured into the 

understanding of these special people. 

❑ We tapped on Project Dignity’s project on providing 

free Mooncakes to elderly and needy families.  Our 

children made 2 Mid-Autumn Festive cards each to 

give along with their mooncakes
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OUR PROJECTS WITH THEM
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CONCLUSION


